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9 Morphological/syntactic abilities in narrative: 
the genres compared 

Annette Scheper 

9.1 Introduction 
In this research we are interested in the narrative as a separate genre and in 
comparison to the conversation. Particular attention will be paid to the relative 
contribution - and potential interactions among - different factors at two levels: 
morphological/syntactic and semantic factors at the sentence level (this chapter) and 
semantic/pragmatic factors at the discourse level (see Chapter 14). The general aim 
of this chapter is to examine different morphological/syntactic factors in the 
narrative genre that might determine the acquisition of linguistic devices relevant to 
temporal organisation, transitivity, agreement relations and packaging of clauses 
morphosyntactically. 
Normally developing young children have access to a smaller amount of expressive 
options to construct a narrative. Cognitive, communicative and linguistic factors 
interact in a complex way as a basis to tell a good story (see Berman and Slobin, 
1994:15). Cognitively, normally developing young children cannot grasp all the 
feasible perspectives from which a story can be told. It requires a Theory-of-Mind 
(e.g. Perner, 1991; Wellman, 1992) to distinguish the viewpoint of the narrator from 
that of the protagonists in a story (see 2.3.3). Communicatively, young children have 
difficulties in evaluating the listener's knowledge. They have to learn to keep the 
balance between given and old information. Linguistically, the young child has not 
yet acquired the full range of formal morphological/syntactic and semantic/ 
pragmatic devices. From three years on, normally developing children learn to tell 
stories using unconnected sentences in which events are not causally related to each 
other and by the age of twelve they should produce embedded episodes with 
causally related events that are stories within stories (Berman and Slobin, 1994). 
From age five on, the ability to narrate causally related events start to develop 
parallel to the acquisition of specific morphological/syntactic structures and 
semantic relations (e.g. Kemper, 1984; Peterson and McGabe, 1983; Karmiloff
Smith, 1985; Berman, 1988). 
Language acquisition researchers have shown a growing interest in the development 
of linguistic proficiency in narrative discourse based on (picture) story (re)tellings 
(e.g. Karmiloff-Smith, 1979; Bamberg, 1987; Hickmann, 1991, 2003; Berman and 
Slobin, 1994). An important reason to use a story is that it requires a problem
solving strategy in order to narrate the events of the story-line. Primary-school-aged 
normally developing children are able to narrate the multiple sequential steps to the 
solution (e.g. Karmiloff-Smith, 1983; Westby, 1999). Stories are particularly useful 
to assess the awareness of planning, false beliefs, or deceit, related to a Theory-of-
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Mind (see 2.3.3). Awareness of internal mental states is critical for planning, 
monitoring and evaluating both individual personal goals (for example completing a 
homework assignment) and interpersonal goals (playing a competitive game) 
(Westby, 1999) (see 2.3.1). When plans involve other people, the planner must 
consider their emotional responses. As children's social-cognitive development and 
its related perspective taking develops, they are able to integrate more and more 
pieces of (linguistic) information simultaneously. Since the narrative geme requires 
children using their Theory-of-Mind (e.g. Perner, 1991; Wellman, 1992) to 
distinguish the viewpoint of the narrator from that of the protagonists in a story, it is 
considered to be morphologically/syntactically more complex as a geme than the 
conversation. One of the prerequisites for telling a narrative is the availability of a 
full array of morphological/syntactic and lexical devices in order to express a 
hierarchically organized goal plan of actions (Berman, 1988; Trabasso and Rodkin, 
1994). 
The problems that children with (S)LI and PI-children experience with linguistic 
skills and perspective taking can result in producing non-hierarchically organized 
clauses in a narrative. English-speaking PI-children with emotional or adjustment 
problems proved to have difficulties in offering a solution to a problem-solving story 
(not the Frog story) or in completing the middle of stories when given the beginning 
(goal) of the story and the end (resolution) (Spivack, Platt and Shure, 1976). An 
explanation for this disability to manipulate multiple pieces of information is often 
given in terms of a limited (auditory) working memory as part of executive 
functioning (2.3.1), such as is the case in PI-children with ADHD (Westby, 1999). 
Obviously, executive dysfunctioning has an impact on a narrative task involving 
interpersonal interactions and planning, because simultaneous attention to multiple 
elements of the story-line is required (see 2.3.1). 

In this thesis, the narrative data are collected by means of the picture story book 
"Frog, where are yoU?"l (Mayer, 1969) (see 3.4.1). An advantage of using a picture 
story for eliciting narrative data is that a common content is provided for all children 
(see also 14.1). An important reason to use the Frog story in particular was that it 
has already been used in earlier research, which makes cross-linguistic comparison 
possible. Berman and Slobin (1994) have done some of such work with respect to 
specific morphological/syntactic and semantic/pragmatic aspects. Additionally, the 
Frog story stretches the narrative abilities of children, since the story is quite long 
and consists of a number of events. 

In this chapter, we will explore to what extent Dutch PI-children show a clear 
difference in their morphological/syntactic performance at clause level (local 
representation) in the exchange of multiple pieces of information in the two gemes, 
the conversational interview and the narrative. 
In particular, we shall consider the extent to which the narrative geme increases the 
morphological/syntactic problems found in the conversation (see Chapters 4 to 8). 

The Frog story is about a boy and his dog that captured a pet Frog in a jar. The Frog escapes. The boy 
and the dog go out and try to find it. The boy's main goal is to recover his frog and after a series of 
adventures, they find the frog again (Mayer, 1969). 
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As discussed in 3.3, it can be assumed on the basis of the developmental literature 
that the narrative is a morphosyntactically more complex task and that therefore 
possible language problems will increase (Ervin-Tripp, 1989). The use of specific 
lexical and functional categories - the hard core of errors and complexity problems 
found in the conversational genre - will be explored in both 120 PI- and 45 N
children from the Roelofs-population (1998) (see 4.3) in a genre-comparison2. 

First, the grammatical form of the narrative in comparison to the conversation will 
be described in 9.2. The time frame of the narrative or temporality is described in 
9.3. Temporality is analysed by means of tense marking on verbs and lexical 
marking of aspect with prepositions and particles (see also 5.6 and 8.7). Next, the 
transitivity of verbs and their arguments in the narrative is discussed (9.4). In 9.5, 
the ability to realize the functional category subject-verb agreement and deterrniner
noun agreement is described. Furthermore, the ability to package morphologically/ 
syntactically, such as by use of conjunction reduction and subordination, is com
pared in both genres (9.6). Finally, general conclusions are formulated related to the 
differences and similarities in morphological/syntactic performance in the narrative 
and conversational genre (9.7). 

9.2 The ability to produce Grammatical Utterances: the genres compared 

9.2.1 Research questions, definitions and operationalisations 
Our main question in this section is to what extent PI-children have problems with 
the grammatical form in the narrative genre and whether PI-children show similar 
grammatical performance in the narrative genre compared to the conversational 
interview. The grammatical form of the narrative is measured by the total number of 
ungrammatical narrative T-units and grammatical errors. We expect that the 
narratives of the PI-children show more ungrammaticality compared to their normal 
age-matched peers. The second expectation is that PI-children with grammaticality 
problems in the conversation also show comparable or even more problems in the 
narrative, since the narrative task is more complex. 
In the narrative genre the basic narrative unit of analysis is 'a narrative T -unit' (Hunt, 
1970:4)3, comparable to the basic unit of analysis in the conversational genre (see 
also 4.1 and 4.2.1). 

Example 1 

10han: 

Basic unit o/analysis: a narrative T-unit (PI-child; age 6;1) 

de jongen gaat naar buiten. 
(the boy goes outside) 

In Example 1, a single T-unit with the verb 'gaan' (to go) is treated as a basic unit of 
analysis. In Dutch, constituents in which the verb is lacking due to grammatical 

2 A handbook for the morphological/syntactic analysis related to the ability to produce lexical and 
functional categories in the narrative has been developed (Scheper, 1996). 

3 T-unit is a main or independent clause with all its modifiers and subordinate clauses (Hunt, 1970:4) 
(see also 4.1 and 4.2.1). 
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reductions such as conjunction reduction (Example 2) and where the verb semantics 
is fully recoverable from the text can be treated as separate clauses, resulting in a 
single T-unit (see also 8.4). 

Example 2 

Gerdolf: 

Basic unit of analysis: a T-unit and a reduced clause, resulting in a single T-unit (P/
child; age 7;4) 

de jongen keek in zijn laars en de hond 0 in de fles. 
(the boy looked in his boots and the dog 0 in the jar) 

In Example 2, the predicate of the T-unit 'keek' (to look) is reduced in the second 
conjunct beginning with the coordinating conjunction 'en' (and), resulting in a 
grammatical conjunction reduction construction in Dutch. Since the simultaneity of 
one activity with two different subjects is expressed, the sentence is judged as 
having two clauses. Also syntactic packaged clauses with subordinate or relative 
clauses can be treated as two different clauses, but a single T-unit (see also 8.5) 
(Example 3). 

Example 3 

lohan: 

Basic unit of analysis: a T-unit and a subordinate clause, resulting in a single T-unit 
(PI-child; age 5;2) 

hij dacht, dat het een uil was. 
(he thought that it was an owl) 

In Example 3, the predicate expresses two situations (activity and mental state), and 
therefore they are treated as two different clauses: a T-unit with a verb of cognition 
'denken' (to think) and a subordinate clause with the verb 'zijn' (to be) and the 
subordinating conjunction 'dat' (that), resulting in a single T -unit. 
Although aT-unit is defined by the presence of a unified predicate, aT-unit does not 
always have to contain an overt verb. Verbless T-units that are critical to the story
line must be coded also. 

We used all the T-units in the story in order to measure the morphological/syntactic 
errors and complexity variables in the narrative geme. Since the length of the story 
could vary in the number of T -units, we calculated the proportions of errors and 
complexity variables to be able to compare the groups of children and in order to 
compare the performance in the narrative to the performance in the conversation 
(Blankenstijn, Roelofs and Scheper, to appear; see 4.2.1). 
As is to be expected, adult narrators produce rather longer texts than children 
(Berman and Slobin, 1994). In adult narratives length and complexity are 
interrelated factors, although some adults produced shorter, but more condensed 
versions (complex) than certain children. Contrary to the expectation that the 
number of clauses would increase throughout the course of development, no 
significant increase in number of clauses per text were found across children aged 
five to nine years. Across five languages (English, German, Spanish, Hebrew and 
Turkish) N-children produce texts of much the same length, ranging from around 30 
to 50, with an average of about 40 clauses per text - a length which provides a sense 
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of some kind of 'normative' text for this task: not too lengthy in elaborative detail, 
not yet condensed to just a few clauses long (Berman and Slobin, 1994:30). 
Therefore, Berman and Slobin conclude that length in itself is not critical for 
producing a felicitous narrative based on the Frog story picture book (see also 14.1). 

9.2.2 Results: Grammatical Form in two genres 
In this section we first present the length of the Frog story in narrative clauses in 
order to determine different morphological/syntactic variables. Since in adult 
narratives length and complexity are interrelated aspects, we are also interested in 
whether the length of the narrative increases with age in both the N- and the PI
children (Berrnan and Slobin, 1994) (see 14.1). Figure 9.1 (and Appendix 9a) shows 
the length of the narrative in T-units produced by the N- and PI-children. 
Interestingly, PI- and N-children were comparable with regard to the length of the 
Frog story. A significant age effect was found only in the PI-children (F(5,119) = 

6.310; p<.013; R squared .05; Eta squared .08), which can be partly explained as a 
linear increase: the length of the story increases with age in the PI-children4• 

Figure 9.1 
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When we compare the grammaticality of narrative T-units in both groups of 
children, however, we see from Figure 9.2 (and Appendix 9a) that PI-children 
produce significantly more ungrammatical T-units in their narratives than their peers 
(F(6,105) = 16.684; p<.000)5, as we might have expected on the basis of the 
conversation (see 4.4). The decrease with age in both groups of children is a linear 
one: younger children have more ungrammatical T-units in their narratives than 
older children (PI-children: F(5,114) = 7.447; p<.007; R squared .06; Eta squared 
.11; N-children: F(2,42) = 21.483; p<.OOO; R squared .32; Eta squared .38). 

4 ANOVA with total number of narrative T-units as dependent variable and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as 
independent variable is used in the N- and PI-children. No significant group or interaction effect is 
found between the N- and PI-children in the narrative genre. 

5 ANCOV A with total number of ungrammatical narrative clauses as dependent variable, total number 
of narrative clauses as covariate and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable is used in the N
and PI-children. No significant interaction effect is found between the N- and PI-children in the 
narrative genre. 
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Figure 9.2 
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Development with age of the percentage of un grammatical narrative T-units (related 
to total number of narrative T-units) in 45 N-children and 120 PI-children in the 
narrative genre 
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We find comparable results with regard to the total number of grammatical errors: 
PI-children show significantly more morphological/syntactic errors in their 
narratives than the N-children (Figure 9.3; Appendix 9b) (F(6,105) = 21.015; 
p<.ooot Also a significant age effect is found in both groups, which can be partly 
explained as linear decrease with age: again, the younger children make more 
grammatical errors than the older ones (PI-children: F(5,114) = lO.085; p<.002; R 
squared .08; Eta squared .15; N-children F(2,42) = 13.607; p<.OOl; R squared .23; 
Eta squared .28). 

Figure 9.3 
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In order to compare the grammaticality problems in PI-children in the 
conversational and narrative geme, we correlated the occurrence of ungram
maticality in both gemes in the PI-children. We found a strong linear relation 

6 ANCOV A with total number of grammatical errors in the narrative as dependent variable, total 
number of narrative clauses as covariate and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable is used in 
the N- and PI-children. No significant interaction effect is found within the narrative genre. 
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(r=.533; p<.ooof between the genres that means that PI-children who produce a 
relatively high number of ungrammatical T-units in the narrative also show 
comparable problems in the conversation. Especially the four, five and eight year 
old PI-children show a comparable performance related to grammaticality in the two 
genres. 

Table 9.1 Genre comparison of the percentage of un grammatical narrative and conversational 
T-units (related to the total number of narrative and conversational T-units) in 120 
PI-children 

Un grammatical T-units Narrative 
narrative and 
conversation 

% 

4yrs 52.16% 
5yrs 43.81% 
6yrs 36.12% 
7yrs 30.76% 
8yrs 34.63% 
~rs 26.57% 

Total PI-2roup 37.34% 
* .. Correlatton IS slgmficant at the .01 level (I-taIled). 
*. Correlation is significant at !he .05 level (I-tailed). 

Conversation Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
% value sig. 

43.79% .682** .000 
31.89% .447* .024 
36.49% .277 .118 
29.89% .321 .084 
32.19% .524** .009 
27.69% .164 .244 

33.66% .533** .000 

As expected, we find that the PI-children produce even higher percentages of 
ungrammatical T-units in their narratives than in their conversations (Figure 9.4). 
This supports the idea that the narrative genre is more complex and takes an even 
more fine-grained application of morphological/syntactic rules in order to produce 
grammatical narrative T-units. 

7 Pearson's product-moment-correlation coefficient (pmcc) (Van den Brink and Koele, 1985:69) is 
used to measure the correlation of the percentage Ungrammatical clauses (related to the percentage of 
clauses) in the narrative and conversational genre in the 120 PI-children. 
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Figure 9.4 
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Genre companson of the percentage of ungrammatical narrative and conversational T
units (related to the total number of narrative and conversational T-units) in 120 PI
children 
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9.2.3 Conclusion: Grammatical Form in two genres 
No difference is found with respect to the length of the narrative in both groups of 
children: N- and PI-children use comparable number ofT-units to tell the Frog story 
(see also 14.1). Berman and Slobin (1994) also found comparable results in their 
five to nine aged normally developing children. However, there is a clear difference 
in performance related to grammaticality: PI-children have more ungrammatical 
narrative T-units than the N-children. In this result the PI-children as a group behave 
similarly in the narrative and the conversational genre. On an individual basis, we 
found a significant correlation between the grammatical performance of the PI
children in the two genres. The degree of ungrammaticality in the narrative is even 
higher than in the conversational interview. This finding is as expected, since the 
narrative genre is morphosyntactically more complex. 

9.3 The ability to express Temporality: the genres compared 

9.3.1 Research questions, definitions and operationalisations 
Temporality is a fundamental category of human experience and cognition and a 
critically important factor in the organization of language. A speaker talks at a given 
time about something that happened at the same or a different given time. The speaker 
has to assign a certain temporal structure to each utterance. In all languages temporality 
can be expressed through different linguistic means: temporal features on the verb 
(tense, aspect, Aktionsart), adverbs, prepositions and particles may constitute the time 
frame of the narrative (see also 7.2). 
In child language acquisition, three concepts of time are applied in order to 
characterize tense semantics: Speech Time (S), Event Time (E) and Reference Time 
(R) (Reichenbach, 1947). The time of the actual event time (E) is related to speech 
time (S), which usually serves as a deictic centre. Reference time is the time for 
which the claim is made and also called Topic Time (Klein, 1992; Behrens, 1993). 
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Telling a story involves situating it on a time axis. Temporality is an important factor in 
the organization of narrative structure. The central distinction betweenforeground and 
background is based on temporal categories (e.g. Reinhart, 1983; Hatav, 1985). 
Foregrounded utterances can be characterized as (a) referring to an event (with the 
crucial property being temporal bounded), and (b) standing in a shift-in-time-relation. A 
principle of chronological order applies as the 'default case' for foregrounded clauses 
and these constitute the temporal skeleton of the narrative (Aksu-Ko<;: and Von 
Stutterheim, 1994). Backgrounded utterances, in contrast, are not part of the advancing 
plotline, such as utterances which refer to temporally unbounded states. These 
utterances contain information about situational circumstances (temporal and spatial) or 
they may provide explanations or comments from the point-of-view of the speaker 
temporally anchored in speech time (Aksu-Ko<;: and Von Stutterheim, 1994; Hickmann, 
2003). 
As already discussed in 7.2, language acquisition studies have shown that the fIrst 
marking of temporal notions in children's speech is typically through the verb 
inflectional system. Children in different languages fIrst acquire inflections used for 
marking the present (and/or progressive) and later the past. One way of organizing a 
narrative is to maintain an anchoring tense across the text. Three-year-old normally 
developing children mostly show 'mixed' tense usage, veering back and forth from 
present to past tense, lacking a single grammatical tense (Berrnan and Slobin, 1994). 
The number of narratives in which there is not one consistently favoured tense (mixed 
tense) is expected to decrease as children grow older. Young children of four and fIve 
years will use present tense as the anchoring tense (Example 4) and older children will 
gradually use the past tense more often (Aarssen, 1996) (Example 5). 

Example 4 

Andre: 

Andre: 

Andre: 

Andre: 

Andre: 

The present tense as dominant tense to tell the Frog story (PI-child; age 5;11) 

dit is een kikkertje. 
(this is a little frog) 
het is nacht. 
(it is evening) 
dan gebeurt er iets. 
(then something happens) 
de kikker loopt weg. 
(the frog runs away) 
dan wordt het jongetje wakker. 
(then the little boy wakes up) 

In Example 4 the PI-child uses the present tense in the fIrst narrative T-unit to 
narrate the Frog story. The present tense is maintained in the consecutive narrative 
T -units, in which the child continues to tell specifIc initiating events of the story. 

Example 5 

Tanja: 

Tanja: 

Tanja: 

The past tense as dominant tense to tell the Frog-story (PI-child; age 8;2) 

maar Jan [hondje 1 zat achter een steen. 
(but John was hiding behind a rock) 
en die zag hij niet. 
(and he did not see him) 
toen viel hij in een boom dat geen boom was. 
(then he fell in a tree that wasn't tree) 
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Tanja: 

Tanja: 
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het was een hert. 
(it was a deer) 
en de hert Iiep naar de heuvel. 
(and the deer ran to the hill) 

In Example 5 the past tense is used instead of the present tense to tell the Frog story. 
Older children will develop skills to organize their story temporally and learn to 
distinguish different functions of simultaneity with respect to foregrounding and 
backgrounding of narrative information. Children will start to look for expressive 
devices that mark these distinctions and therefore a developmental change from local to 
global organization is predicted. The morphology ofthe verb can be adjusted to indicate 
temporal characteristics of the event related to. 
In telling the Frog story the use of infinitives and the absence of verb forms suggest 
that young four and five-year-old children do not give an account of events, but 
instead give static descriptions based on the pictures. Infinitives are used for the 
description of a static situation, similar to merely mentioning characters and objects 
without presenting them as actors in the story. However, narrative discourse requires 
finite verb forms. From age five and six on, the present tense becomes the most 
prominent anchoring tense, and past tense forms start to appear in the data. First, 
they appear rather randomly (mixed present/past tense) and apparently unmotivated. 
From age eight, however, past tense forms start to become more prominent, 
becoming the most frequently used anchoring tense at age nine and ten (Bamberg, 
1994; Sebastian and Slobin, 1994; Aarssen, 1996). Turkish monolingual children, 
however, prefer present tense (Aarssen, 1996: 159), since in Turkish only the present 
tense is appropriate for telling narratives (Aksu-Koy, 1994). 

In this section the question is whether PI-children show more problems with the 
marking of temporality in the narrative genre compared to the same-aged N
children and compared to the conversational interview. The use of verbless T -units, 
past tense errors and anchoring tense are analysed as different linguistic components 
that may constitute the time frame of the narrative. Missing verb forms indicate that 
children do not give an account of events but instead give static descriptions of the 
story. Therefore, the specific question is asked: do PI-children show a comparable 
number of missing lexical verbs in the narrative and conversational genre? 
Furthermore, an important category of temporality, tense marking, is studied in 
relation to the finiteness of the verb. The specific question is: do PI-children show a 
comparable number of complex past tense forms in the narrative and conversa
tional genre? Finally, another way of organizing a narrative is to maintain an 
anchoring tense across the text. Therefore, the specific question which tense do PI
children use as anchoring tense (present or past tense) to organize the time 
structure of the narrative or do PI-children still use mixed tense (present/past tense) 
is asked. As children get older, the number of narratives with mixed tenses is 
expected to decrease. 

The analysis of lexical verbs and past tense marking uses the definitions and criteria 
described in 5.2 and 7.2.1. Verbless T-units, i.e. T-units that do not contain an overt 
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(lexical) verb, are often critical to the story-line, indicating that children have not yet 
developed dynamic event representations. 
The choice of a consistently favoured tense throughout the narrative expressing 
foreground events was taken as the criteria for a well-formed narrative and called 
the anchoring tense. Past tense is the unmarked or most typical temporal setting for 
the (re)telling of a narrative. However, speakers can also choose to depart from this 
norm by adopting the more marked 'narrative' or historic use of the present tense for 
the main thread of the narrative (Berman and Slobin, 1994). Thus, children can 
either start to narrate fore grounded events in present tense or past tense, defined as 
the introductory tense: the time choice for foregrounded events throughout the story 
(see 14.2). 
Tense-shifting is a strategy to manifest a kind of rhetorical flexibility distinguishing 
different functions of simultaneity with respect to fore grounding and backgrounding 
of narrative information. Adult narrators also use this motivated tense-shifting, but 
they are selective in their use of this device. Thus, normally developing children 
need to learn to use a dominant anchoring tense. Three-year-olds switch between 
present and past tense often from clause to clause, based on picture-description 
strategies, rather than either syntactic or narrative considerations. This switching of 
tenses starts to decline at age four and then longer stretches of utterances continue in 
the same tense. 
If tense-shifts occur too frequently and are unmotivated, the narrative has no clear 
anchoring tense to establish coherency. According to Aarssen (1996: 137), two types 
ofunmotivated tense-shifts are counted: 

(1) tense-shifts from present to past or vice versa in the middle of the story 
(2) tense-shifts from present to past or vice versa within a single clause 

Following Aarssen (1996), in order to distinguish single unexpected motivated 
tense-shifts from real unmotivated shifts that mark disorganization of the narrative, 
the minimal number of single shifts was set at five. We determined whether 60 PI
children of four, six and eight years of age maintained the introductory tense, 
present or past tense, throughout the story as anchoring tense or whether they 
showed more than 5 unmotivated tense-shifts (set as the criterion for the use of 
mixed tense). 

9.3.2 Results: Temporality in two genres 
Narrative discourse requires finite verb forms. The narratives of the PI-children 
contain significantly more missing lexical verbs compared to the N-children 
(F(1,98)=9.043; p< .003), although we find a significant decrease with age in the PI
children (F(5,113)=4.470; p<.OOl) as well as in the N-children (F(2,41)=4.930; 
p<.012) (see Appendix 9c). 
Table 9.2 shows the number of missing lexical verbs in the narratives and the 
conversations of PI-children. A significant correlation between the two gemes is 
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found in the use of missing lexical verbs (r=.355; p<.OOO)8: children with a high 
number of missing lexical verbs in the conversation show comparable behaviour in 
the narrative (see also Figure 9.5). 

Table 9.2 Genre comparison of the percentage of missing lexical verbs (related to the total number 
of narrative and conversational T-units) in 120 PI-children 

Missing lexical verbs Narrative 

% 

4yrs 17.07% 
5yrs 6.88% 
6yrs 4.46% 
7yrs 4.56% 
8yrs 8.04% 
~rs 4.67% 

Total PI-group 7.61% 
**. CorrelatIOn IS slgmficant at the .01 level (I-taIled). 
*. Correlation is significant at the .05 level (I-tailed). 

Conversation Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
% value sig. 

12.94% .501 * .012 
7.93% .090 .353 
9.59% .311 .091 
4.07% .135 .285 
5.60% .369 .055 
6.43% .022 .464 

7.76% .355** .000 

From Table 9.2, we see that the four-year-old PI-children have 17% omitted verb 
forms narrating the Frog story. This indicates that they do not always give an 
account of events but instead give static descriptions of the pictures of the story: PI
children list the protagonists, the boy and the animals, and other objects, such as the 
bed, the jar, the hole, the tree, etc. Comparable results are found in the narratives of 
normally developing children of four and five years (Berman and Slobin, 1994). In 
the PI-children the number of missing verb forms decreases with age, thus the older 
PI-children are more aware of the fact that a T-unit almost always needs the 
explicitation of a lexical verb. Only the eight-year-old PI-children show a slight 
increase in missing verb forms, which cannot be explained. 

Figure 9.5 
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Genre comparison of the percentage of missing lexical verbs (related to the total number 
of narrative and conversational T-units) in 120 PI-children 

age groups 

-.-Verbless narrative T -units 

---- .•. ---. Verbless conversational T
units 

8 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage Missing lexical verbs 
(related to the percentage of narrative and conversational T-units) in the narrative and conversational 
genre in 120 PI-children. 
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Table 9.3 shows the number of simple past tense forms used by the PI-children in 
the narrative and the conversational geme. Only a significant linear increase of past 
tense forms with age is found in the PI-children (F(2,57)= 8.905; p<.004; R 
squared=.13; Eta squared .13t 
A significant correlation between the two gemes is found in the use of the past 
tense 10: individual PI-children perform comparably in the narrative and in the 
conversational interview and this is predominantly caused by the performance in 
marking simple past tense in the four-year-olds. The six- and eight-year old PI
children produce more past tense in the narrative which is more as expected. We 
were not able to carry out a group comparison of the PI- and the N-children for 
reasons oftime. 

Table 9.3 Genre comparison of the percentage of marking of simple past tense (related to the 
total number offinite narrative and conversational T-units) in 120 PI-children 

Marking of simple Narrative 
past tense 

°/. 

4yrs 21.20% 
6yrs 41.03% 
8yrs 59.13% 

Total PI-group 40.45% 
... Correlation IS slgmficant at the .01 level (I-taIled). 
'. Correlation is significant at the .05 level (I-tailed). 

Conversation Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
% value sig. 

18.25% .723** .000 
19.43% .009 .484 
29.74% .117 .312 

22.47% .285* .014 

When we observe the error-rate, however, in simple past tense marking no 
significant linear correlation in performance is found in both gemes (Table 9.4)11: 
PI-children make fewer errors in the narrative compared to the conversation. PI
children did not show many inflectional past tense marking errors (Category 1 errors 
in section 7.2) nor unmotivated tense-shifts within a T-unit and subordinate clause 
(Category 2 errors in 7.2), but the error-rates predominantly involved UIJmotivated 
tense-shifts between T-units (Category 3 errors in 7.2) (r= -.2.57; p<.024)12. 

9 One-way ANCOV A with total number of simple past tense forms (related to the total number of 
clauses) as dependent variable and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variable. 

10 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the variable percentage Simple past 
tense forms (related to the percentage of total number of clauses) in the narrative and conversational 
genre in the 120 PI-children. 

11 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage Simple past tense 
errors (related to the percentage of past tense forms) in the narrative and conversational genre in the 
120 PI-children. 

12 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage Tense-shifts between 
T-units (related to the percentage of past tense errors) in the narrative and conversational genre in the 
120 PI-children. 
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Table 9.4 Genre comparison of percentage of errors in marking simple past tense (related to 
the total number ofT-units with past tense) in 120 PI-children 

Past tense errors Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
% 0/0 value si~. 

4yrs 0.65% 2.60% .108 .326 
6yrs 0.62% 2.61% .171 .235 
Byrs 0.36% 2.14% .296 .102 

Total PI-group 0.55% 2.45% .083 .265 

The perfonnance of PI-children in switching from the past tense to the present 
between T-units is comparable in both gemes: PI-children use this tense-shifting 
strategy frequently, indicating a temporal disorganization of the narrative and the 
conversational geme. A more important point is that the tense-shift strategy is used 
relatively more often in the interview (86.58% of all past tense errors) than in the 
narrative (63.29%). These high numbers of tense-shifting suggest that PI-children 
are not yet able to use a dominant or anchoring tense to establish temporal global 
organization in their narratives and only use mixed tenses, indicating local 
organization. 
As described earlier, we used the criterion of 5 or more umnotivated tense-shifts 
(alternating usage of the present and the past tense) to classify the narrative as 
having mixed tense (see introduction 9.3). Table 9.5 presents a quantitative 
overview of the number of PI-children using an anchoring tense: 10% uses mixed 
(present/past) tense, 55% present tense and 35% past tense. A significant difference 
is found between the subgroup of PI-children that uses mixed and present tense 
opposed to a subgroup that uses the past tense as anchoring tense (p<.OOO)13. 

Table 9.5 Genre comparison of number of PI-children using an anchoring tense or mixed tense 

Anchoring or Number of PI-children 
Mixed tense n=60 

Mixed tense Present tense Past tense 

4yrs 3 15 2 
6yrs I 11 8 
Byrs 2 7 11 

Total 6 (10%) 33 (55%) 21 (35%) 

13 Binomial test was used in PI-children to measure the differentiation in the different tense categories. 
No significant difference was found in the subgroup of PI-children that used the 'mixed tense' and the 
subgroups that used exclusively present or exclusively past tense. A significant result was observed 
only in the subgroup of PI-children that uses mixed and present tense opposed to a subgroup that uses 
the past tense as anchoring tense (p< .. OOO). 
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Surprisingly, the majority of the four-year-olds start off their narratives with present 
tense instead of the mixed tenses found in Dutch-speaking children by Aarssen 
(1996) (see also 14.2). Between age four and six most PI-children choose the present 
tense as the anchoring tense in their narratives, although past tense forms also start 
to appear but still one mixed tense is used. From age eight on, children show a 
preference for the past tense as dominant tense, as is also found by Aarssen (1996). 
However, two eight-year-olds still use mixed tenses, characteristic for narratives of 
young children, whereas the eight-year-olds of Aarssen (1996) no longer used this 
tense-shifting strategy. Overall, PI-children as a group show a tendency to use 
present tense as dominant tense (n=33) more often than the past tense (n=21). 

9.3.3 Conclusion: Temporality in two genres 
A small subgroup of PI-children is not able to organize their narratives and 
interviews in a temporal and global manner. Absence of verb forms in both gemes 
indicates that a subgroup of PI-children does not give an account of events, but 
rather give static descriptions. Even more importantly, they also have too many 
unmotivated tense-shifts in both gemes, switching from past to present and vice 
versa. 
With regard to the narrative geme, a small subgroup of PI-children relies on the 
usage of mixed tense, indicating only local temporal organization. These PI-children 
fail to establish a single grammatical tense as a means of temporal anchoring a 
unified narrative thread: they are unable to remain anchored within a consistent 
narrative mode, but keep moving into and out of the picture-describing mode, like 
normally developing children of three years of age. 
A large subgroup of PI-children learn to use a fixed tense to narrate the Frog story as 
a unified whole: tense-mixing was found to decrease over time and PI-children 
select either present or past as the dominant tense in which to anchor the narrative, 
resulting in a preference of the past tense as anchoring tense over the present in the 
oldest PI-children. However, two eight-year-old PI-children are using the mixed
tense-strategy of young normally developing children between the age of three and 
five. In general, PI-children show that they can relate the events depicted in the 
pictures of the Frog story to a fictive world that is not concurrent with the time of 
speaking, as is found in the developmental literature of acquiring an anchoring tense 
(Berrnan and Slobin, 1994; Aarssen, 1996). 

9.4 The ability to express Transitivity: the genres compared 

9.4.1 Research questions, definitions and operationalisations 
Narrators of a story have to select a point-of-view in presenting the content of a 
particular scene, also called perspective (Berrnan and Neeman, 1994:308). 
Perspective can be divided into local perspective that is that the scene is treated as 
an isolated situation, or global perspective that is that the scene is treated as part of a 
larger narrative context. 
In this section, we focus on local perspective that is expressed by two interrelated 
morphological/syntactic aspects: (1) transitivity of the verb, for example is the 
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activity self-contained or perpetrated upon some other entity; and (2) the argument 
array, for example, which arguments are selected as syntactic subjects or direct 
and/or oblique objects. 
As described in the preceding chapters, we found that PI-children showed 
particularly difficulties in identifying the obligatory kernel of the sentence frame in 
the conversational genre (see 5.3, 5.4 and 8.6). PI-children too frequently leave 
lexical verbs and their arguments unrealized compared to N-children. If they select a 
verb frame, they favour less complex verb frames, like copula verb constructions 
that take no object complement at all, resulting in static event descriptions (see 8.6). 
If PI-children select a more complex transitive verb form that takes a 'full' argument 
structure, that is, an obligatory subject and an object, they reveal severe problems in 
realizing these arguments or they choose the types that are less complex, such as 
split and light transitive verbs (see 8.6 and 8.7). Although missing structural 
elements might be related to language problems in the area of semantics/pragmatics, 
they are mainly morphological/syntactic in character, since the systematic 
implementation of the morphological/syntactic spell-out rules for Dutch seem the 
core problem in the language acquisition of PI-children. Additional evidence for this 
idea was found in the fact that a strong correlation exist between the occurrence of 
ungrammatical missing subjects and objects in the PI-children, reflecting severe 
problems with the grammatical rules for the external as well the internal argument. 
We expect, therefore, to find greater difficulties in producing complex obligatory 
transitive verbs and in producing the 'full' argument structure required in telling the 
Frog story, a more complex genre than the conversation. Thus, in this section, we 
want to determine whether PI-children show more difficulties with the degree of 
transitivity of verbs and the realization of the obligatory arguments in the narrative 
genre compared to the conversational interview. 

In this section, we use the definitions and operationalizations related to the degree of 
transitivity of the verb and argument structure, as used in 5.3, 5.4 and 8.6. In Table 
9.6, we present an overview of the different transitive and non-transitive verb forms 
that are ranked from the most transitive to the least transitive forms. Each type of 
verb is illustrated with an example from the Frog story. 
In satellite-framed languages, like Dutch, German and English, the basic message of 
a movement-event is that an entity has moved along a path in a specified direction; 
the satellite conveys this core information (Talmy, 1985). By contrast, Spanish is a 
verb-framed language, because the core information of path and direction is 
generally conveyed by the verb alone. The division of satellite and verb-framed
languages has important consequences for the Frog story, in which there is much 
movement from place to place (e.g. Hickmann, Hendriks, Roland and Liang, 1994). 
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Table 9.6 The use of the different transitive and non-transitive verb frames in the Frog story 

Transitive INon-transitive verbs Examples narrative genre 

Obligatory transitive verb De jongen heeft een kikker 
The boy has got a frog 

Split verb Het hert pakt de jongen op 
The deer lifted the boy up 

Light verb De hand doet niets 
The dog does nothing 

Optional transitive verb De jongen roept [naar de kikker] 
The boy calls [for the frog] 

Intransitive verb De jongen valt [op de grand] 

Copula verb De jongen is blij 
The boy is happy 

In Dutch, like in German and English, the verb simply indicates the fact of 
movement, e.g. 'lopen' (walk), 'rennen' (run), etc. and the path satellites of the verb 
have to specify the direction, e.g. 'lopen naar' (walk to), 'weglopen' (walk away), etc. 
In addition, in Dutch and German (not English), path satellites encode a deictic 
viewpoint through prepositional phrases, such as 'op de rots' (on the rock), 'in de 
boom' (in the tree) or particles, such as 'afspringen' (jumping off), 'opspringen' 
(jumping up), 'wegspringen' (jumping away) etc. Dutch thus provides rich 
possibilities for detailed description of motion in a given direction in a given manner 
and elaborates location by means of its elaborate verb-satellite and prepositional 
constructions (Bamberg, 1994) (see 14.3). 
The use of verb particles adds meanings of change of state/location, often in 
combination with verbs of manner. Particles place such verbs into transitive frames 
to encode change of state/location in a particular manner. These specific 'less 
complex' split verbs also trigger object complements more easily (Example 6) (see 
also 8.7). 

Example 6 

Danielle: 

Paraphrasis: 

The use of a spUt- verb-construction in the Frog story (PI-child; age 6,11) 

de jongen klimt de rots op 
the-boy-climbs-the-rock -on 
(the boy climbs on the rock) 
de jongen klimt de rots op [om zijn kikker te roepen] 
the boy climbs on the rock [ to call his frog] 

In Example 6, the PI-child uses the verb 'klimmen' (to climb) to express movement, 
but the particle 'op' (on) specifies the direction of the verb: the boy first stands on the 
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ground (place time 1) and then he climbs to another place (place time 2) that is 'on 
the rock'. By using the split verb 'opklimmen' (to climb on) the production of the 
object 'daar' (there) is necessary. What is more, the use of a particle in a split-verb
construction (in the example 'op' (on» reduces the need to express a full 
prepositional phrase to specify the place, such as 'op de rots' (on the rock). PI
children could benefit from the use of split verbs in telling the Frog story, since 
these verbs add meanings of change of state/location to the sentence and they trigger 
object complements more easily. 
Comparably, as is the case with split-verb-constructions, light verbs also need an 
object complement in order to become semantically transparent (Example 7). 

Example 7 The use of a light-verb-construction depicted by picture eight: the boy is calling for 
the frog near the wood (PI-child; age 8,3) 

Jeffrey: 

Comment: 

de j ongen doet di t 
the-boy-does-this 
(the boy is doing this) 
the boy is bringing his hands to his mouth to call for the frog 

In Example 7, the PI-child uses the light verb 'doen' (to do) in combination with the 
direct object 'dit' (this): two obligatory argument positions are lexically realized, 
however, the semantic information is insufficient (see 12.5). 

9.4.2 Results: Transitivity in two genres 
The performance in the narrative genre of PI-children of the production of the four 
verb types to examine the degree of transitivity (see also 5.4 and 8.6) in the narrative 
genre differs from the performance in the conversational genre: no significant linear 
correlations were observed between the two genres l4 (Table 9.7): PI-children show a 
different performance in both genres related to transitivity. Unfortunately, we were 
not able to carry out a group comparison of the PI- and the N-children due to lack of 
time. 

Table 9.7 Genre comparison of the percentage of different verb types related to transitivity 
(related to the narrative and conversational T-units with a verb) in 120 PI-children 

Transitivity of verbs Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
% % value sig. 

Obligatory object verbs 24.64% 41.7% .105 .126 
Optional object verbs 11.69% 15.9"10 -.022 .407 
Intransitive verbs 54.65% 20.9% .150 .051 
Copula verbs 10.02% 21.3% .084 .362 

14 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage Obligatory object verbs, 
Optional object verbs, Intransitive verbs and Copula verbs (related to the percentage of T-units with a 
verb) in the narrative and conversational genre in 120 PI-children. 
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Specifically, in their narratives PI-children use intransitive verbs the most (55%), 
followed by obligatory object verbs (25%), then optional object verbs (12%) and 
lastly copula verbs (10%). Figure 9.6 shows the different verb types in the two 
genres used by the PI-children. 

Figure 9.6 Genre comparison of the percentage of different verb types related to transitivity 
(related to the narrative and conversational T-units with a verb) in i20 Pi-children 
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The distribution of the different verb frames differ in both genres. PI-children use 
55% intransitives in the narrative as opposed to 21 % in the interview. On the other 
hand, in the conversational geme PI-children use 42% obligatory transitives in the 
interview as opposed to 25% in the narrative. In order to narrate a hierarchically, 
goal-directed story, the proportion of obligatory and optional object verbs should 
increase with age. Remarkably, only a third of the used verb types in the narrative 
involve transitive verb frames that are perpetrated upon another person or entity. In 
the conversational genre, however, PI-children use transitive verb frame, whether 
obligatory or optional, half of the time. This clear difference in performance is 
probably due to the relatively more complex genre of the narrative. 
PI-children show a clear preference for intransitive verb structures (55%) that 
represent activities that are self-contained instead of focused upon some other 
person or entity. They also use 10% copula verbs that represent static descriptions. 
Frequent use of copula verbs is characteristic for three-year-old normally developing 
children (Berman and Slobin, 1994). Taken together, 65% of all verb types consist 
of either self-contained or static activities. Both verb types are single-argument 
verbs that require only an obligatory external argument the subject. Since 
intransitive and copula verbs cannot trigger an obligatory direct object and cannot be 
passivized, they often present an agentive-perspective: the boy-protagonist is the 
prime activator of whatever happens (Aksu-KoS;, 1994). Additionally, both verb 
frames allow a morphological/syntactic optional prepositional object to express 
place, time and manner, such as in for example 'the boy looks [in his boots], or 'the 
boy wakes up [in the morning]'. Thus, PI-children show a preference for using 
single-argument intransitive and copula verbs that predominantly express change-of
state, location or time, resulting in grammatical narrative T -units. These are, 
however, usually semantically/pragmatically unclear, since obligatory components 
of the so-called Goal-Action-Outcome (GAO) units that are units that encode 
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actions as relevant to a goal plan to narrate the plot of the Frog, are not realized 
(Trabasso and Rodkin, 1994:88; Blankenstijn and Scheper, 2003) (see also for 
defmitions 14.3). 

In line with the strong preference for intransitive verbs, PI-children also prefer to use 
less complex transitive split verbs, triggering more easily a direct object and 
expressing directionality more easily, as was also found in the interview (Table 9.8) 
(see 8.7). 

Table 9.8 

Split verbs 

Genre comparison of the percentage of split verbs (related to the total number of 
obligatory object verbs) in 120 PI-children 

Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
% 0/0 value sig. 

4yrs 7.89% 7.79% -.004 .493 
5yrs 8.51% 5.80% .005 .492 
6yrs 7.96% 9.88% .168 .240 
7yrs 9.35% 6.86% .298 .101 
8yrs 9.18% 7.34% .118 .310 
~rs 9.32% 8.71% .154 .259 

Total PI-group 8.70% 7.76% .100 .138 

PI-children rely slightly more on these split-verb-constructions in telling the events 
of the story (9%) compared to the conversation (8%), except for the six-year-old PI
children. Unexpectedly, no significant linear correlation was found in the 
performance in both gemes 15. With age the use of split verbs in the narrative slightly 
increases, but no linear age effect was observedl6 (Figure 9.7). 

Figure 9.7 
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15 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage Split verbs (related to the 
percentage of obligatory object verbs) in the narrative and conversational genre in 120 PI-children. 
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First, since the transitive split verb frames trigger an obligatory direct object, we 
find that PI-children frequently use an underspecified direct object, such as the use 
oflight adverbials (see 6.3; 12.5), such as 'daar' (there), 'er' (there) or 'hier' (here) or 
referentially unclear (pro)nouns, such as 'het' (it) (see 14.4 to 14.7). The result is that 
the PI-children produce T-units that are morphologically/syntactically correct, but 
semantically/pragmatically marked, since the expression of the location of the event 
remains semantically unclear. 
Second, since the particles in split-verb-constructions negatively influence the 
production of full prepositional phrases (expressing mostly place), the number of 
realized locations is reduced. This has a negative influence on the expression of the 
Goal-Action-Outcome (GAO) units necessary to narrate the plot (see 14.3.4). 

Another less complex verb form that needs the explicitation of a direct object due to 
its semantic lightness is the category light verbs, as is also discussed in 8.7. Again, 
PI-children use light-verb-constructions in expressing related events (Table 9.9). 

Table 9.9 Genre comparison of light verbs (related to the total number of obligatory object 
verbs) in 120 PI-children 

Light verbs Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
% 0/0 value sig. 

4yrs 5.88% 3.32% .248 .112 
5yrs 5.06% 3.01% .295 .103 
6yrs 3.29% 2.29% .360 .060 
7yrs 2.87% 1.99% .029 .451 
8yrs 2.38% 1.42% .237 .158 
~rs 2.40% 1.79% .001 .498 

Total PI-group 3.65% 2.30% .297** .001 
**. CorrelatIOn IS SIgnIficant at the .01 level (I-taIled). 

A significant linear correlation is found in the production of light-verb-constructions 
in both gemes (p<.001)17. With age PI-children show a significant decrease in the 
use oflight verbs (F(5,113)=2.947; p<.015)IS (Figure 9.8). 

16 One-way ANCOV A with total number of split verbs (related to the total number of obligatory object 
verbs) as dependent variable and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable in the PI-children. 

17 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage Light verbs (related to the 
percentage of obligatory object verbs) in the narrative and conversational genre in the 120 PI-children. 

18 One-way ANCOV A with total number of light verbs (related to the total number of obligatory object 
verbs) as dependent variable and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable in the 120 PI-children. 
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Light verbs need the realization of a direct object to carry sufficient semantic 
information. PI-children also frequently use light adverbs (see 6.3; 12.5), such as 'zo' 
(this way) or referentially unclear pronouns or nouns, such as 'het' (it), which are 
semantically underspecified direct objects. These are sometimes morphologically/ 
syntactically marked, but always semantically/pragmatically (see 14.5 to 14.7). 
From the results in the conversational interview we know that PI-children have 
significantly more difficulties in realizing obligatory arguments of the verb compared 
to N-children (see 5.3 and 5.4). In principle, each sentence in Dutch needs an overt 
subject. Comparing the two genres with respect to ungrammatical missing subjects, the 
performance of PI-children in the narrative significantly correlates with the 
performance in the interview (r=.521; p<.OOO)19 (Table 9.10). 

Table 9.10 Genre comparison of the percentage of ungrammatical missing subjects (related to 
the total number of finite narrative and conversational T-units) in 120 PI-children 

U ngrammatical Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 
missing subjects 

Pearson's correlation 
% % value sig . 

4yrs 6.75% 8.45% . 665** .001 
5yrs 2.68% 2.23% .196 .204 
6yrs 2.37% 4.37% .252 .142 
7yrs 1.10% 1.53% -.253 .141 
8yrs 1.01% 3.98% .263 .132 
9yrs 1.42% 3.52% .156 .256 

Total PI-group 2.56% 4.01% .521 ** .000 
**. CorrelalIon IS slgmficant at the .01 level (I-tailed). 

19 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage Ungrammatical missing 
subjects (related to the percentage of finite T-units) in the narrative and conversational genre in the 120 PI
children. 
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From Figure 9.9 it is clear that the PI-children have slightly more difficulties in 
realizing subjects in the conversation than in the narrative. With age PI-children 
show a significant non-linear decrease in the number of ungrammatical missing 
subjects produced in the Frog story (F(2,98)=lS.938; p<.OOO)20. 

Figure 9.9 
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The use of obligatory object verbs requires an object, except in cases of discourse 
topic drop (see 5.4). The performance of PI-children in the narrative significantly 
correlates - although not linearly - with the performance in the interview related to 
ungrammatical missing objects: four and five-year-old PI-children show relatively 
more problems in the narrative, whereas from the age of six on relatively more 
difficulties are found in the conversational geme (r=.294; p<.OOl)21 (Table 9.11). 
Since the interview triggers relatively more obligatory object verbs than the 
narrative, PI-children increase their chance to make an error by not realizing the 
obligatory direct object. 

20 One-way ANCOV A with total number of Ungrammatical missing subjects (related to the total 
number of finite T-units) as dependent variable and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable in 
the narratives of 120 PI-children. 

21 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage Ungrammatical missing 
objects (related to the percentage of obligatory object verbs) in the narrative and conversational genre in 
the 120 PI-children. 
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Table 9.11 

U ngrammatical 
missing objects 

Chapter 9 Morphological/Syntactic narrative and conversational development 

Genre comparison of the percentage of ungrammatical missing objects (related to 
the total number of obligatory object verbs) in 120 PI-children 

Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
0/0 0/0 value sig. 

4yrs 13.99% 12.08% .288 .109 
5yrs 5.42% 4.08% .067 .389 
6yrs 2.49% 5.24% .220 .175 
7yrs 1.73% 6.92% .336 .074 
8yrs 0.62% 6.75% .012 .480 
9yrs 2.85% 4.75% .312 .090 

Total PI-group 4.52% 6.64% .294** .001 
**. Correlalion IS slgmficant at the .01 level (I-taIled). 

Again, with age the PI-children show a significant non-linear decrease in making 
ungrammatical missing object (F(2,98)=9.645; p<.OOO)22 (Figure 9.10). 

Figure 9.10 
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9.4.3 Conclusion: Transitivity in two genres 
PI-children show a lack of transitivity in their narratives, since only a third of the 
used verb types in the narrative involve transitive verb frames that are perpetrated 
upon another person or entity. Instead they express local perspective predominantly 
by using less complex verb-constructions, such as intransitive, split and light verbs. 
By means of intransitives, they choose self-contained activities that are by definition 

22 One-way ANCOVA with total number of Un grammatical missing objects (related to the total number 
of obligatory object verbs) as dependent variable and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable in 
the narratives of 120 PI-children. 
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not focused on some other person or entity. Additionally, the use of particles in split
verb-constructions negatively influences the production of prepositional phrases that 
express place and therefore has an impact on the number of produced Goal-Action
Outcome (GAO) units to narrate the plot (see 14.3). It could be observed that in the 
case of split and light verbs PI-children produce transitive verb frames with a direct 
object that are, however, semantically not fully specified. 
Next, regardless of the verb frame used, transitive or not, PI-children show dif
ficulties in expressing the obligatory subject, resulting in ungrammatical sentences 
that frequently have no overt agent. PI-children describe specific events of the Frog 
story without specifying the boy, the dog or the frog or other protagonists that 
mostly take the semantic role of agent. If PI-children use the most complex 
obligatory object verb frame, however, the object is also frequently omitted: the 
semantic role of the patient is frequently left unspecified. Therefore, PI-children are 
often unclear about the point-of-view in presenting the content of a particular scene 
by leaving arguments unexpressed. This usually results in ungrammatical sentences 
that are also semantically/ pragmatically marked (see 14.3). To summarize, PI
children show problems with expressing transitivity in order to narrate a 
hierarchically, goal-directed story. 

9.5 The ability to express Agreement Relations: the genres compared 

9.5.1 Research questions, definitions and operationalisations 
In this section, a genre comparison of the ability to establish agreement relations 
between the subject and the verb and between the determiner and the noun in PI
children is the central issue (see also 7.3 and 7.4). 
Relevant information of simple past tense marking (see 7.2) and subject-verb 
agreement relations (see 7.3) in Dutch has already been described in Chapter 7. With 
regard to determiner-noun agreement relations (see 7.4), we have to remark the 
following: in Dutch nouns are accompanied by articles that are grammatically 
marked for gender. Animals, when referred to by third-person pronouns, particularly 
in fables and fairytales, are usually marked by the (grammatical) gender of their 
nominal counterpart (Bamberg, 1994:221). 
In the conversational interview, PI-children have acquired the verb second rule for 
establishing subject-verb agreement relations: they showed no difficulties with the 
acquisition of the functional category Inflection (INFL). However, they showed a 
delayed acquisition of the person and number paradigm between the subject and the 
verb compared to the same-aged N-children. 
With regard to the determiner-noun agreement relations PI-children did not make 
significantly more gender and number marking errors compared to the N-children. Most 
vulnerable in the PI-children in the conversational genre were too many omissions of 
determiners, resulting in bare nouns and too many erroneous additions of determiners in 
a non-obligatory context: they do not specify or overspecify the mentioned referent, 
especially with a definite article, which is also pragmatically inappropriate: both results 
proved to be significant. 
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Therefore we expect that the PI-children show comparable problems with 
morphological subject-verb and determiner-noun agreement relationships in the 
narrative genre. We want to determine whether PI-children show the same number 
of subject-verb and determiner-noun agreement errors in the narrative genre 
compared to the conversational genre. 
In the analysis of agreement relations, we used the definitions and 
operationalisations as described in 7.3 and 7.4. 

9.5.2 Results: Agreement Relations in two genres 
We found no significant linear correlation between the performance in number 
marking of the agreement between the subject and the verb in the two genres23 

(Table 9.12): number marking errors related to subject-verb agreement in the 
conversational interview (1.9%) were slightly higher then this type of errors in the 
narrative genre (1.5%) (Figure 9.11). 

Table 9.12 Genre comparison of the percentage of number marking errors in subject-verb 
agreement (related to the number of narrative and conversational T-units with a 
realized subject and verbal element) in 60 PI-children 

subject-verb agreement Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 
number marking errors 

Pearson's correlation 
0/0 % value sig. 

4yrs 1.44% 1.6% .054 All 
6yrs 1.45% 2.7% .135 .285 
8yrs 1.64% 2.9% -.261 .133 

Total PI-j{roup 1.51% 2.4% -.019 .441 

Obviously, within the interview, PI-children made most agreement errors 
characterized by the use of plural subjects in combination with a singular-marked 
verb. However, the perspective of the main character in the Frog, namely that of the 
boy or the dog (both singular subjects) triggers singular-marking on the verb, which 
seems to be the unmarked form of the PI-children. Thus, instances of plural verb
marking might occur by using the perspective of the boy and the dog, but these 
instances are restricted to specific events depicted by the Frog story. 

23 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage number marking errors 
related to S-V agreement (related to the percentage of clauses with a realized subject and verbal 
element) in the narrative and conversational genre in the 120 PI-children. 
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Next, as observed in the conversational interview, PI-children show either frequently 
missing agreement relations, that is, lack of the functional category determiner or an 
overspecified agreement relation. 
First, Table 9.13 shows the results related to the missing determiner-noun agreement 
relations. 

Table 9.13 Genre comparison of the percentage of missing determiner-noun agreement 
relations (related to the total number of finite narrative and conversational T-units) 
in 60 PI-children 

Missing Determiner- Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 
Noun agreement 

Pearson's correlation 
% % value sig. 

4yrs 10.30% 5.6% .659** .001 
6yrs 2.25% 2.9% .551 ** .006 
8yrs 1.54% 2.4% .084 .362 

Total PI-e;roup 4.69% 3.63% .639** .000 
* .. CorrelatIOn [s s[gmficant at the .01 level (I-ta[led). 

A highly significant correlation between the two gemes is found with respect to the 
instances in which a determiner is missing to establish an agreement relation with 
the noun (p<.OOO). With age PI-children show a significantly linear decrease of 
implicit determiner-noun agreement relations in the narrative geme 
(F(2,56)=1O.345; p<.OOO)24 (Figure 9.12). 

24 One-way ANCOV A with total number of Missing determiner-noun agreement relations (related to 
the total number of finite clauses) as dependent variable and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variable in 
the 60 PI-children. 
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The four-year-old PI-children, especially, establish even less agreement relation
ships within the noun phrase in telling the Frog story compared to the interview. The 
number of omitted agreement relations clearly decrease between the age of four and 
six year and older. Obviously, PI-children in this age-group have substantial 
difficulties in realizing the determiner to establish a correct determiner-noun 
agreement relationship. 
An additional explanation for the missing determiners, in particularly the articles, is 
the fact that some target nouns elicited by the Frog story are not part of the basic 
lexicon, such as 'het hert' (neuter form) (the deer), 'de uil' (feminine form) (owl), 'het 
gewei' (the antler), 'de bijenkorf (the beehive). The youngest PI-children find it 
difficult to determine the grammatical gender marking of the determiner to specify 
these specific nouns and leave the functional category empty, resulting in a missing 
agreement relation. 

9.5.3 Conclusion: Agreement Relations in two genres 
In general, PI-children show more difficulties with establishing agreement relations 
in telling the more complex narrative compared to the interview. Subject-verb 
agreement errors, such as for example 'ik hebben' (I have (+plural», cause 
ungrammaticality of the narrative T -unit and do not contribute to cohesiveness of the 
story. By means of this type of agreement errors the subject-referent is unclear and 
therefore disturbs the local perspective, the vantage point from which the Frog story 
is told. 
The youngest PI-children especially show difficulties in realizing the functional 
head category determiner in the narrative: they leave the determiner umealized and 
use bare nouns instead, again contributing to ungrammaticality and to co-referential 
incohesiveness (see 14.4). 
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9.6 The ability to package morphologically/syntactically: the genres 
compared 

9.6.1 Research questions, definitions and operationalisations 
The central issue of this section is to explore to what extent narrative event 
descriptions are syntactically 'packaged' into multi-clause constructions (see also 8.4 
and 8.5). In order to give a hierarchically organized representation of events 
depicted by the pictures of the Frog story, children need to learn to use complex 
morphological/syntactic constructions to establish connectivity and relate temporal, 
causal and motivational information between narrative clauses. Clauses can be 
joined by means of coordination, subordination and cross-clause information can be 
indexed by 'null forms' (Berman and Slobin, 1994). A sequence of two clauses 
which are temporally ordered and cohesively linked is the criterion for a minimal 
narrative, according to Labov (1972). 
The ability to construct narrative discourse in the context of the Frog story task has 
been described in terms of a developmental path to achieve thematic connectivity 
(Berman and Slobin, 1994:44): 

(1) In the first phase, children will tend to treat each scene as an isolated event, with 
narrative organisation restricted to the most local level of the contents of 
individual pictures: they produce a sequence of clauses whose temporal order is 
iconic with the order of the narrated events. 

(2) In the second phase, children will chain events sequentially, giving evidence of a 
temporal organisation of more extended series of events, although still locally 
organized. 

(3) In the last developmental phase, narratives will be causally structured in terms of 
an hierarchically organized goal and plan of action. 

Young children do not seem to understand that an event that is extended in time can 
serve as the cause of a following event, and they do not take one event as the 
background for another (e.g. Bamberg, 1994; Trabasso and Rodkin, 1994). As a 
consequence, there are very few subordinate clauses - and only those of a particular 
type: adverbial subordination with the subordinate clause placed before the matrix 
clause. Normally developing young children of three years of age show a repeated 
use of one specific type of coordinating conjunctions, for example 'en' (and) to the 
exclusion of other possible adversative, causal or temporal conjunctions (see 13.3), 
to link successive clauses, as if the narrative were the sum of a series of independent 
clauses to be interpreted contextually. 
Over the course of school years, normally developing children increase the 
complexity of their sentences by imposing a linear organisation on events on the 
time axis display temporal chaining and gramrnaticized connectivity. From age five 
on, children start to make more use of conjoined and even embedded forms, 
although they show less variability in type of (subordinate) conjunctions (see also 
13.3) and placement of the subordinate clause then adults. Relative clauses that are 
subordinated to a noun phrase and often present fore grounded events are the most 
difficult to acquire. The decrease of coordination in favour of subordination to 
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establish thematic connectivity begins at age nine. Nine-year-olds, whose stories are 
tightly organized around a plotline, achieve some level of thematic integration by 
chunking several events together by means of morphological/syntactic devices. The 
cognitive task of telling a narrative is a complex one, and the development of form
function interactions continues well after the age of nine. Finally, adults add the use 
of specific lexical items, increased layers of embedding, and specific discourse 
strategies, such as flashbacks and foreshadowing, which all contribute to creating 
thematic connectivity rhetorically (Berman and Slobin, 1994:368). 
Since we observed difficulties in the ability of morphological/syntactic packaging in 
the conversational genre, we expect that the PI-children show comparable problems 
with establishing connectivity by means of discourse topic drop, conjunction 
reduction constructions and embedded clauses in the narrative genre. Therefore, we 
want to determine whether PI-children show comparable difficulties in the ability to 
package morphologically/syntactically in the narrative genre as found in the 
conversational genre. 
In the analysis of morphological/syntactic packaging, we used the definitions and 
operationalisations as described in 5.3, 5.4, 8.4 and 8.5. 

Three types of connective structures are analysed in the narrative and conversational 
genre. First, null arguments (subjects or objects) or cases of discourse topic drop 
(see for definitions 5.3 and 5.4) in Dutch can be used to create tightly-packed texts 
consisting of large chunks of verb-initial T-units with no surface subject or object 
(e.g. De Haan and Tuijnrnan, 1988; Berrnan and Slobin, 1994:324). Subject and 
object topic drop can be used as connective devices to establish co-referential 
cohesion. Second, by means of conjunction reduction constructions clauses are 
connected to each other and it is possible to achieve simultaneity of events (see for 
definitions 8.4). Third, by means of embedded clauses connectivity between clauses 
is achieved (see for definitions 8.5)25. In contrast to main clauses, other clauses that 
involve some type of subordination are further called embedded clauses, including 
subordinating and relative clauses. Clausal ellipsis, as defined in 8.2, can also be 
used as a connector between clauses, but is not included here. 
The range of subordinate conjunctions expressing less to more complex 
relationships among a main and one or more subordinated clause(s) in Dutch are 
presented in Table 9.14 (Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Smith and Leinonen, 1992; 
Hickmann et aI., 1994; Haeseryn et aI., 1997:546) (see 13.3). 

25 Two or more clauses in the direct voice are not included in the analysis of embedded clauses, since 
one of the prerequisites to count as an embedded clause was the realization of a subordinating 
conjunction or an empty category at clausal boundaries. 
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Table 9.14 Different types of subordinating conjunctions in Dutch 

Semantic relations Subordinating conjunctions 

Conditional Form: e.g. 'als' (it), 'wanneer' (when), 'indien' (it), 'tenzij' (it) 
If you feel ill, then you have to stay at home 

Adversative Form: e.g. 'hoewel' (although), 'ondanks' (despite), 'zowel-als' (if-then) 
the frog is happy to go with the boy, although the frog will miss his famliy 

Causal: Form: e.g. 'omdat' (because); 'sinds' (therefore) 
- consequence-cause the boy falls out of the tree (consequence), because he got frightened by the 

owl (cause) 
- cause-consequence the swarm of bees chases after the dog (cause), therefore the dog is running 

fast (consequence) 

Temporal: Form: e.g. 'terwijl' (while); 'voordat' (before); 'nadat' (after); 'toen' (then) 
- simultaneity the boy searches in his boot, while the dog looks behind the stool 
- posteriority the boy searches in his room, before he goes outside to look for the frog 
- anteriority the dog licks the boy, after he got mad on the dog 

In the conversational geme we only counted the number of missing subordinating 
conjunctions and did not specify the different semantic relations between the main 
and the dependent part of the T-unit, mainly for time-consuming reasons (see 8.4). 
In addition, the narrative is a more sufficient tool to check whether PI-children are 
able to establish hierarchically linked clauses. 

The order of complexity of coordinating conjunctions might be as follows: additive 
relationship is the first semantic relation that children learn to express, followed by 
adversative relationships and then by causal and temporal relationships (Gillis and 
De Houwer, 1998:66-68; Roelofs, 1998: 117-118)2 (see also 13.3). The same 
developmental patterns might be found in relation to subordinating conjunctions. 
Causal subordinate conjunctions are difficult to acquire, since they suppose an 
underlying cause-consequence relationship expressed in the conjoined clauses and a 
temporal relationship between the events described. Normally developing young 
children can understand cause-consequence relationships and can express them in 
conjoined clauses (see first example of causal relationships in Table 9.14). The 
target sentence should be a right-branching embedded clause that is a consequence
cause relationship (second example of causal relationships in Table 9.14). So word 
order is involved in establishing these causal expressions and develops correctly 
from age nine on. 

26 The subordinating conjunctions were not specified in the results of Roelofs (1998), since they were 
almost absent in the data. 
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Temporal subordinate conjunctions are classified according to the temporal 
relationship expressed in the subjoined clauses: establishing simultaneity, 
posteriority or anteriority between the main and the subordinate clause, like for 
example 'nadat' (after) (Hickmann et aI., 1994:39). Temporal relationships are 
acquired relatively late, that is, from age nine (see also l3.3). 
As we stated in 8.4, another way to establish connectivity is by means of relative 
clauses. Relative clause constructions in Dutch do not have morphological cues that 
mark grammatical role, but number agreement only might play a role. Relative 
clauses are placed after the head noun and the relative pronouns 'die' or 'dat' are used 
to refer to the noun. 'Die' is referring to masculine/feminine words that take the 
article 'de', whereas 'dat' is referring to neuter words that take the article 'het'. The 
complexity of a sentence depends on the grammatical functions of the head noun 
(Sheldon, 1974; see also 8.4). Restrictive relative clauses in which the head noun has 
the same function in the main clause as in the relativized clause are easier to 
comprehend than sentences in which these functions are different (Aarssen, 1996). 
MacWhinney (1982) introduced the notion of perspective as a more 
psycholinguistically oriented counterpart of the formal category. Both speakers and 
listeners prefer sentences in which subject matches the unmarked human 
perspective: they prefer to take perspective of active agents rather than of passive 
recipients, and they prefer to tell a story from the perspective of the main character 
rather than from the viewpoint of minor characters. Mac Whinney (1982) postulates 
that structures in which the perspective is maintained are easier to process than those 
in which there is a shift of perspective. Since relative clauses in English, German 
and Dutch involve constraints on relative pronoun choice, word order and 
agreement, these structures are even sparingly used by normally developing children 
of nine-year-old (Bamberg, 1994; Sebastian and Slobin, 1994). 

9.6.2 Results: packaging morphologically/syntactically in two genres 
In general, all characters in the Frog story are linguistically referred to by cohesive 
devices, such as a full nominal expression or noun, and they may also be referred to 
by zero forms, such as null subjects (see also 14.4). As first part of morphological! 
syntactic packaging, we present the ability to use these zero forms or cases of 
discourse topic drop between T -units. In general, in both genres the production of 
null arguments is not frequently used in the PI-children (see 5.3 and 5.4). Of all 
instances of missing arguments the real correctly established topic drop ranges from 
2.49% to 9.99% for subjects and objects taken together. 
If we compare the genres, the PI-children are not behaving in the same way with 
respect to connectivity in the narrative and in the conversation (Table 9.15). The 
appearance of null subjects and null objects shows in fact no regular pattern between 
the genres, since no significant linear correlations are found. 
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Table 9.15 Genre comparison of the percentage of grammatical missing subjects (related to the 
total number of missing subjects in finite narrative and conversational T-units) and 
grammatical missing objects (related to the total number of missing objects in 
narrative and conversational T-units with obligatory object verbs) in 60 PI-children 

Discourse topic drop Narrative Conversatio Genre comparison 
n 

Pearson's correlation 
% % value sig. 

Grammatical missing subjects 
4yrs 7.46% 6.13% -.148 .267 
6yrs 5.83% 4.00% -.093 .348 
8yrs 2.49% 6.13% -.181 .223 

Total PI-group 5.26% 5.42'Y. .107 .121 

Grammatical missing objects 
4yrs 7.50% 10.24% .011 .482 
6yrs 4.17% 5.31% .335 .074 
8yrs 9.99% 6.50% -.275 .120 

Total PI-group 7.22% 10.76% -.046 .310 

Firstly, PI-children use subject topic drop as frequently in both gemes. The four
year-olds show the highest number of discourse topic drops in both gemes in the PI
children. As stated in 5.3.3, this may be an artefact of the fact that the PI-children 
drop many more subjects in total (see 5.3.2; 9.4.2). Some of these will be 
referentially clear (see 5.3.1). This does not mean, however, that the children have 
necessarily acquired the discourse topic rule and establish connectivity between two 
sequenced T-units (e.g. De Haan and Tuijmnan, 1988). With age the number of 
grammatical missing subjects decreases in the narrative, whereas the number in the 
conversation drops between four and six years, but increases again to the level of the 
four-year-olds. 
Secondly, PI-children use less object topic drop (7%) in the narrative geme than in 
the conversation (11%). We might expect an increase with age in the narrative 
geme, since the realization of object topic drop involves good language skills at the 
structural and referential level. However, the PI-children show a decrease with age 
probably pinpointing their problems with establishing co-referential coherence (see 
13.5 to 13.7). Surprisingly, although the narrative is a more complex geme that 
places an even stronger claim on morphological/syntactic and semantic/pragmatic 
skills, PI-children do not perform far worse than in the conversational geme. 

As second part of morphological/syntactic packaging, we want to examine whether 
PI-children can produce correctly formed conjunction reduction constructions 
establishing connectivity within clauses and one or more reduced clauses. 
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First, we find a significant linear correlation between the two gemes in using 
constructions with conjunction reduction (r=. 154; p<.046)27. (Table 9.16): as 
expected, the PI-children show a comparable performance in both gemes, since the 
PI-children use as many conjunction reduction constructions as the N-children (see 
8.1.3). Second, we find no significant age effect in producing correctly formed 
conjunction reduction constructions in the narrative28 . Also no significant linear 
correlation is found between the two gemes29 (Table 9.16). 

Table 9.16 Genre comparison of the percentage of total number of conjunction reduction 
constructions (related to the total number of narrative and conversational T-units) 
and the correctly formed conjunction reduction constructions (related to the total 
number of narrative and conversational T-units) in 120 PI-children 

Conjunction reduction Narrative Conversation Genre comparison 
total/correctly formed 

Pearson's correlation 
% 0/0 value sig. 

Total number 
4syr 3.44% 3.30% .042 .430 
5yrs 5.05% 4.10% .295 .103 
6yrs 4.43% 5.50% .265 .129 
7yrs 4.11% 3.50% -.066 .391 
8yrs 4.29% 4.40% .410* .036 
9yrs 5.86% 4.60% .041 .433 

Total PI-group 4.53% 4.23% .190* .019 

Correctly formed 
4yrs 2.53% 1.70% .042 .430 
5yrs 3.07% 2.70% .349 .066 
6yrs 3.08% 3.60% .. 222 .173 
7yrs 2.90% 1.90% -.148 .267 
8yrs 3.03% 3.40% .204 .194 
9yrs 4.77% 3.30% .210 .187 

Total PI-group 3.11% 3.75% -.044 .315 

*. CorrelalIon IS SIgnIficant at the .05 level (I-taIled). 

27 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage of the total number of 
conjunction reduction constructions (related to the total number of clauses) in the narrative and 
conversational genre in the 120 PI-children. 

28 One-way ANCOV A with total number of Correctly formed Conjunction reduction constructions 
(related to the total number of conjunction reduction constructions) as dependent variable and age (4-
6-8yrs) as independent variable in the 60 PI-children. 

29 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage of correctly formed 
conjunction reduction constructions (related to the total number of conjunction reduction 
constructions) in the narrative and conversational genre in the 120 PI-children. 
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In Figure 9.13, the variability in performance pattern in both gemes is shown: four
year-old PI-children produce more correct conjunction reduction constructions in the 
narrative compared to the conversation, whereas the five-year-olds are better in the 
conversation. 
To conclude, the performance of PI-children related to this type of construction is 
not geme-dependent. Within the narrative geme, PI-children too frequently fail to 
use an explicit obligatory coordinate conjunction, such as 'en' (and), 'of (or) or 
'maar' (but), as the connector between the main and the reduced clause(s). PI
children also make errors in leaving structural information implicit in the reduced 
clause: they have difficulties in expressing the dependency relation between the 
main and the reduced part. 

Figure 9.13 
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Finally, as third part of morphological/syntactic packaging, we look at the use of 
embedded clauses. First, we examine the subordinating clauses with a subordinating 
conjunction at clausal boundaries, including correct and incorrect forms. PI-children of 
four, six and eight year of age produce significantly fewer subordinating conjunctions 
compared to the N-children (F(1,98)=12.288; p<.001)30: an average of 4.5% in the PI
children opposed to an average of 8.5% in the N-children (Table 9.17). In both the N
and the PI-children a linear age effect is found (N-children: (F(1,42)=8.035; p<.007; R 
squared .158; Eta squared .172; PI-children (F(1,114)=13.075; p< .000); R squared 
.100; Eta squared .132)31. Just as in the conversational geme, PI-children have more 

30 ANCOV A with total number of embedded clauses as dependent variable, total number of narrative 
T-units as covariate and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variable is used in the N- and PI-children. 

31 One-way ANCOV A with total number of embedded clauses with a subordinating conjunction as 
dependent variable, total number of narrative T-units as covariate and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent 
variable is used in the N-children. 
One-way ANCOV A with total number of embedded clauses with a subordinating conjunction as 
dependent variable, total number of narrative T-units as covariate and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent 
variable is used in the PI-children. 
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difficulties to produce an explicit complementizer at the clausal boundary in the 
narrative than same-aged N-children (see 8.5). 

Table 9.17 

Subordinating 
conjunctions 

Mean total number, percentage and number of subordinating conjunctions (related 
to the total number of narrative T-units) in 45 N-children and 120 PI-children in the 
narrative genre 

N-children PI-children 

x % sd x % sd 

4yrs 2.00 3.7% 3.56 1.15 2.4% 1.46 
5yrs - - - 2.20 5.1% 2.74 
6yrs 3.40 7.6% 2.92 \.35 3.1% 1.66 
7yrs - - - 2.45 4.8% 2.21 
8yrs 7.67 14.3% 8.28 2.60 4.9% 1.75 
~rs - - - 3.70 6.9% 3.04 

Total mean 4.36 8.5% 5.87 2.24 4.5% 2.33 

It was impossible to use statistics to compare the use subordinating conjunctions, in 
particularly the additive, adversative, temporal and causal relationships (Scheper, 
1996), since only a very small number of such conjunctions were found (see 
Appendix 9d and ge). These findings are in line with the expression of more 
complex subordinating relations in narratives of normally developing children. It is 
only at age nine that normally developing children start to produce causal and 
temporal subordinating conjunctions (Berman and Slobin, 1994). Only a few relative 
clauses were used productively by the PI-children, as was also found by Aarssen 
(1996). Switching in perspective between the main clause and its relativized clause 
is not further analysed, since the instances were too few. 

With age PI-children show a better performance in using correctly formed 
embedded clauses in order to express the story-line (F(5, 113)=8.450; p<.000)32: in 
both gemes a significantly linear development was observed in the PI-children (see 
also 8.5) (Table 9.18). Older PI-children are more aware of the obligatoriness of 
producing a complementizer, although these PI-children still have 14% 
morphological/syntactic marked embedded clauses and they cannot establish a 
variety of semantically subordinating relations. 

32 One-way ANCOV A with total number of correctly formed embedded clause as dependent variable, 
total number of narrative T-units as covariate and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable is 
used in the PI-children. 
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Table 9.18 Genre comparison of the percentage of total number of embedded clauses and the 
correctly formed embedded clauses (related to the total number of embedded 
clauses) in 120 PI-children 

Embedded clauses Narrative Conversation 
total/correctly formed 

0/. 

Total number 
4yrs 5.25% 
5yrs 8.40% 
6yrs 7.51% 
7yrs 8.54% 
8yrs 10.13% 
9yrs 14.28% 

Total PI-group 9.02'Y. 

Correctly formed 
4yrs 2.01% 
5yrs 4.32% 
6yrs 4.90% 
7yrs 5.72% 
8yrs 6.46% 
51yrs 12.01% 

Total PI-group 5.91% 

**. CorrelalIon IS slgmficant at the .01 level (I-taIled) . 
.. Correlation is significant at the .05 level (I-tailed). 

% 

7.00% 
9.00% 
11.0% 

10.70% 
9.40% 
14.10% 
10.35°;'. 

3.5% 
5.7% 
5.8% 
6.6% 
6.7% 
10.4% 
6.60% 

Genre comparison 

Pearson's correlation 
value sig. 

.104 .331 

.177 .228 

.199 .200 
-.135 .285 
.379* .050 
.516* .010 
.318** .000 

.057 .406 

.043 .429 

.162 .248 

.117 .312 

.316 .087 
.529** .008 
.425** .000 

Comparing the two genres, we found that the performance in using correctly formed 
narrative embedded clauses is similar to the performance in the conversation, 
resulting in a significant linear correlation (r=.425; p<.OOO)33, as is also shown in 
Figure 9.14. PI-children produce an average of 9% embedded clauses in the 
narrative compared to 10% in the conversational interview. In the four-year-old PI
children only 38% of the produced embedded clauses are correctly formed, whereas 
in the oldest PI-children approximately 84% is produced correctly. Nevertheless 
16% of the clauses are ungramrnatical even at age eight because a subordinating 
conjunction is missed out. 

33 Pearson's pmc coefficient is used to measure the correlation of the percentage correctly formed 
embedded clauses (related to the percentage of embedded clauses) in the narrative and conversational 
genre in the 120 PI-children. 
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Figure 9.14 
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Genre comparison of the percentage of correctly formed embedded clauses (related 
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This finding indicates that the older PI-children can express multiple ideas and 
feelings in grammatically well-formed embedded clauses better than the younger PI
children. However, the results in the both genres show that PI-children as a group 
have not overcome their difficulties in explicating the functional head-category 
complementizer, i.e. the use of subordinate conjunctions. Relative clauses were 
observed as rarely in the narrative as in the conversation, probably due to their 
structural complexity in Dutch: they require agreement in number with the head 
noun (except for 'waar' (where) and 'wat' (what» and they need a different word 
order than in the clause. 

9.6.3 Conclusion: packaging morphologically/syntactically in two genres 
The results of the analysis of the Frog story confirms in general that the narrative is 
a more complex genre that makes an even greater demand on morphological/ 
syntactic and semantic/pragmatic skills of the PI-children. 
In general, PI-children as a group show problems in using morphological/ syntactic 
structures to establish co-referential cohesion and connectivity between two or more 
clauses (see 13.4 and 14.4). This is most prominent in the narrative genre, but it is 
also evident in the conversational genre. PI-children show problems in establishing 
connectivity in the interview and the narrative: first, they use null arguments as a 
local grammatical device, but they employ this cohesive strategy even less often in 
the more complex narrative than in the conversation. Moreover, the number of 
ungrammatical missing subjects and objects indicates that PI-children have 
problems with appropriate morphological/syntactic and semantic/pragmatic rules to 
link null arguments appropriately to the preceding clause. Second, PI-children too 
frequently fail to connect the main clause with the reduced clause with an explicit 
obligatory coordinate conjunction, such as 'en' (and), 'of (or) or 'maar' (but) and they 
make errors in leaving structural information implicit in the reduced clause. This 
problem with expressing the dependency relation between the main and the reduced 
part is comparable in both genres. Third, PI-children also too frequently lack 
obligatory coordinate or subordinate conjunctions at the clausal boundary, indicating 
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that they have problems with spelling out the functional head category 
complementizer and show problems with the word order in the subordinated clause 
in both genres in the narrative as well as in the conversation. The performance of PI
children to use hierarchically, organized representations of events by means of 
embedded clause is comparable in both genres. 
To conclude, these results indicate that PI-children cannot always correctly connect 
two main clauses or a main clause and a dependent clause at a local level; this is true 
in both the conversation and the narrative genre. The problems of the ability to 
package morphologically/syntactically in PI-children in both genres is probably 
related to their difficulties in identifying the obligatory kernel information of the 
clause, such as the verbal predicate and its arguments, and to their difficulties in 
expressing multiple ideas compared to the same-age N-children. Additionally, also 
difficulties in semantics/pragmatics (see 14.5 to 14.7) in PI-children are involved in 
establishing referential connectivity in the narrative genre. Processing problems 
could influence the ability of complex morphological! syntactic packaging 
negatively (see 2.3.1). 

9.7 General conclusions: a genre comparison of morphological/syntactic 
abilities 

The ability to use morphologically/syntactically hierarchically organized structures 
is a prerequisite to achieve thematic connectivity, constructing chunks of discourse 
subordinated to an overall plot-motivated theme. Previous research suggests that 
children can use this strategy without making errors from age nine onwards. 
PI-children as a group show, at a local level, too many ungrammatical packaged 
clauses due to missing obligatory verbs and their arguments, errors in past tense 
marking and subject-verb and determiner-noun agreement errors in the narrative, 
even slightly more than in the interview. 
The results in the narrative genre related to temporality show that a subgroup of PI
children tend to lack lexical verbs, a comparable performance to the conversation. 
PI-children also use many non-transitive verbs, such as intransitives and copula, 
giving only static descriptions instead of related events and treat each scene as an 
isolated event in their narratives. Instances of mixed anchoring tense in a subgroup 
of PI-children also indicate a lack of overall temporal narrative organization, 
although PI-children do use more past tense forms in the narrative than in the 
conversational genre. 
The results related to transitivity show that the distribution of the different verb 
frames differs in both genres. PI-children use more intransitives in the narrative as 
opposed to the interview. On the other hand, in the conversational genre PI-children 
use more obligatory transitive verbs in the interview as opposed to the narrative. 
These are necessary to narrate this particular story in an informative, goal-directed 
way, yet only a third of the verb types used in the narrative involve transitive verb 
frames compared to half in the conversational genre. This clear difference in 
performance is probably due to the relatively more complex genre of the narrative. 
Additionally, low verb complexity is widespread among PI-children and is more 
obvious in the narrative than in the conversational genre. The PI children make 
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relatively more use of split verbs and of semantically light verbs in the narrative 
geme. 
Agreement relations are also affected more in the narrative than in the conversation: 
PI-children make more subject-verb agreement errors in which the subject-referent 
stays unclear; they also frequently leave the determiner umealized and use bare 
nouns instead. 
PI-children produce instances of ungrammatical missing subjects and objects 
relative to their age in the narrative as was found in the conversational geme. 
Frequently neither the agent nor the patient of the action is realized, resulting in the 
absence of local perspective of the event. This type of narrative organisation is 
restricted to the most local level of the contents of individual pictures, characteristic 
for phase 1 of the developmental path to thematic connectivity (see developmental 
order 9.6.1). 

The results related to the ability to package morphologically/syntactically show that 
PI-children as a group organize their discourse temporally using discourse topic 
drop, conjunction reduction constructions and embedded clauses. The narratives are 
still often locally organized indicating they are in phase 2 of the development of 
thematic connectivity (Berman and Slobin, 1994) (see 9.1). However, a small 
subgroup of PI-children has problems with using an explicit complementizer at a 
clausal boundary and therefore do not establish connectivity, indicative of phase 1. 
Thus, the analysis of morphological/syntactic devices indicates that a subgroup of 
PI-children is still in phase 1 or 2 of the development of thematic connectivity (see 
9.1) , and not in the final phase of development, phase 3, in which narratives are 
causally structured in terms of a hierarchically organized goal plan of action (see 
also 14.3). To conclude, PI-children show clear morphological/syntactic difficulties 
in narrating a story such as the Frog story and more difficulties in general than in the 
conversation. 




